
 

WHY JOIN A HOUSE GROUP? 

House Groups exist to help you dig deeper into God’s truth and how it applies to your

lives, and they ensure that every member of Imagine Church can know and be known

as we do life together, encourage each other, and grow in faith as a community. We

believe that Everybody Matters, therefore CONNECTION matters!

WHEN WILL HOUSE GROUPS BEGIN? 

House Groups will start the end of January. The winter session will end in the end of

March. 

WHERE WILL MY HOUSE GROUP MEET?

Currently, with the Stay Safe plan in MN we will have to keep our meetings online. 

When meeting in person, House Group Leader will be working to find a volunteer host

home from each group. Once that location is secured, your Leader will let you know. 

HOW WILL HOUSE GROUPS BE DIFFERENT THIS YEAR? 

House Groups will be a bit different this year. Currently (as of January 11th) we are

still under a Stay Safe plan from the Governor of Minnesota that only two households

can meet indoors at this time. This means that until this guidance is lifted that House

Groups will meet online. 

When that guidance is lifted, group leaders will be determining what is the best way

for them to be able to connect with their group this year. The options are in person,

online or hybrid. Group leaders will be in communication with their group on their

comfort level as well. If someone wants to participate in the group but is not

comfortable with meeting in person, a zoom option will be available to them. Groups

will do their best to still provide connection and growth in this season of flexibility! 

Check out the http://imaginechurchmn.com/get-connected/imagine-groups for

more information on dates. 

WILL CHILDCARE BE PROVIDED THIS YEAR? 

No. Securing childcare has become more difficult for families and groups this year.

Groups will try to work together to find a plan that works well for everyone. 
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WILL THERE BE SNACKS THIS YEAR?

There will be no shared snacks this fall. People can bring their own drinks and

individually wrapped snacks, if desired.

WHAT IF HEALTH GUIDELINES CHANGE? 

We will continue to adjust our model, if guidelines change. 

DO I HAVE TO WEAR A MASK WHILE MEETING IN PERSON WITH MY GROUP? 

Yes. We will all wear masks in order to help everyone in our church be as safe as

possible in an indoor small group setting. 

WHAT IF SOMEONE WHO ATTENDED MY SMALL GROUP CONTRACTS

COVID-19, OR HAD EXPOSURE TO COVD-19, WHICH POTENTIALLY EXPOSED

ME TO THE VIRUS? 

If someone in your group discovers they have COVID-19 or had close contact

with someone who had COVID-19 within a 14-day span, then they should join the

meeting only via Zoom that week and not in person. They are able to rejoin the

in-person small group after they have followed all the safety precautions the

CDC recommends regarding having or being exposed to COVID-19. 

If a person went to an in-person small group meeting and then later finds out

that they had been exposed to COVID-19 prior to meeting with the small group,

they need to contact the Small Group Leader who can then inform the group

members of the scenario. Small Group Leaders will also notify the Host Home

and the Executive Pastor.

If you have additional questions, please contact Abby Conroy at

aconroy@imaginechurchmn.com
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